INDIRECT IMPORTS
Supporting our non-Korean customers

Thank you for your inquiry regarding K-REACH and the coverage concerning your export(s) to Korea of products containing Dow substances.

As you are probably aware, K-REACH obligations to pre-register or register (depending on the substance in question) apply to Korean manufacturers of substances and/or Korean importers of foreign manufactured substances. In fact, you should note that it is likely you will have your own and separate K-REACH obligations with respect to the most substances you are purchasing from Dow.

As an illustration of certain options available to you with respect to your products containing Dow substances, we provide the following:

- Your own importing legal entity in Korea can pre-register or register the imported substance(s) and your Korea based customers will purchase the product from such legal entity.
- Your customer(s) who will be importing substance(s) can pre-register or register themselves.
- You can appoint an Only Representative to carry out your pre-registration or registration obligations.
- According to the Only Representative rules, if Dow has decided to appoint an Only Representative to cover our own imports, it might be possible that, in some cases and subject to specific conditions, you may be able to use this Only Representative to cover your exports of Dow substances to Korea. Please contact Dow to indicate your interest to discuss this possibility with us, and the products involved.

If you have any questions regarding the foregoing, please contact us:

- For Silicones Based products and applications: asia.prod.ehs@dow.com
- For all other Dow products or applications: contact us